Granite step unit with pre-installed visibility strips.

Proposed ornamental planting

Proposed tree planting

Proposed green wall

Proposed elevated planter with seating edge

Proposed low planter edge

Flame finished Chinese granite paving 150mm x 300mm, dark grey, mid grey and pure white colour. See materials swatch sheet for colours.

Flame finish dark grey Chinese granite sett (G2020) 200mm x 100mm paving band laid in stretcher bond

Proposed tarmacadam

Proposed bollards

Proposed lighting bands

In ground ventilation grate for underground car park

Flame finish Chinese black granite sett 100mm x 100mm paving band (G2090)

Proposed 1500mm x 1500mm tree grille with silver grey arboresin infill

Proposed light stack luminaire column

Escofet Barana bench, reinforced cast stone, granite grey colour

Proposed elevated planter with wooden bench edge

Proposed pedestrian guardrail

Proposed removable bollards

Blister tactile paving in pure white Chinese granite (G3000)

Proposed litter bin

Metrolink control box

Metrolink substation
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VICTORIA STREET

OLDHAM WAY

PLANTED (TEMPORARY). LOCATION FOR ARTWORK /SCULPTURE AS FOCAL POINT FOR STAIRWELL EXIT & ARRIVAL FROM EAST. POWER SUPPLY TO BE PROVIDED AT TIME OF CONSTRUCTION

POPUP SPACE

PROPOSED LOCATION OF RELOCATED TELECOM'S BOX FROM ROSCOE STREET

4 No. LIGHT COLUMNS WITH BLUE LIGHTING

FIXED SEATING WITH LIGHTING BENEATH

CCTV CAMERA RETAINED IN CURRENT LOCATION

PROPOSED LOCATION FOR WAYMARKING SIGNAGE

CROSSING POINTS PURE WHITE GRANITE WITH SILVER STUDS

IN GROUND AIR VENTS

5M CLEAR ACCESS TO EXISTING GATES MAINTAINED

MAIN PAVING AREAS 150 x 300mm GRANITE 80% MID GREY MIXED WITH 20% DARK GREY

IN GROUND AIR VENTS
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P02

REVISED FOLLOWING CHANGES TO BUILDING AND ROAD ALIGNMENT
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